Across
11 Tightwad might steal,
but only a small
amount (5,7)
12 It seems I sets out list
(8)
13 Very little cover for
Pacific island (6)
14 Remaining dairy sure
to be demolished (9)
15 Vegetable in which
it's apt to find
Vitamin K (4)
16 Go round a hole (5)
18 Areas in which
French wine may be
found (9)
21 Weakens after laying
paving stones (5)
24 Choppers caught
several out (8)
25 Let it be in France (75)
27 About bike partially
able to be used again
(10)
29 Army officer returns
with hesitation to
deputise for doctor
(5)
31 Determined to go
round pit (4)
32 Things might get hot
in Sicily when Nate
erupts (4)
33 Found in jungle
behind church land
(5)
35 Wildly, Foster eats
samples of what is yet
to come (10)
36 Rebus has a cop
trained in order to
appear in court (6,6)
38 Somehow I mined
silver - or thought I
did! (8)
40 Capone follows taxi
to find secret society
(5)
42 According to Psalm
90, this could be 35
(6,3)
43 Crude villain conceals
very bad spirit (5)
46 Laughable ditch (2-2)
47 Madly trounces a
society paramour (9)
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50 Wildcat church found
in loot (6)
52 Organised chores on
the ship (8)
53 Unexpected reason
artist could no longer
paint the sky?
(3,2,3,4)
Down
1 Historic period could
be several of 42
across (8)
2 Female relative
sounds unsupportive
(4)
3 Zap hidden pest in
roses (5)
4 Old railway company
revealed when I
disembarked from the
cruise ship (4)
5 Show some
enthusiasm in this
way (4)
6 Article Den rewrote
to show provenance
(10)
7 Giant Greek goddess
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arranged to take tea in
Staines (8)
She's a gem! (5)
It seems the Spaniard
left the Police Station
with a US coin (6)
Hostility to ringer
turns ice green (12)
Anyway, it's
somewhere in the
luggage (2,3,4)
It's ludicrous when I
follow knight back to
part of Bletchley (7)
Covet seeing you in
the valley (5)
Scientist on the rocks
gets igloo demolished
(9)
Projection from one
Greek character
between US State and
the middle of Southall
(9)
It's a crime to arrange
a truce (9)

28 It's over the top for
divorcee to get
caravan rebuilt (12)
30 Somehow craving for
shaping wood (7)
34 Quest for speed? (10)
35 Ditch that George
Eliot put a mill on (5)
37 Notice published in
passing (8)
39 Afterword delivered
afterwards (8)
41 Aggressive female
online seller (6)
44 Controversially
rhymes with "bone"
or "gone" - tasty
nonetheless! (5)
45 Both you and I are
found in shelter (5)
48 Animal's home found
in Massachusetts? (4)
49 Common to be left
out of gun (4)
51 Palindromically
Boney was able ere
he saw ... this place
(4)

